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Hi, I'm Priyanka Balaji and I’m a Senior Associate Product Manager. In this video, I’m going to show
you how to enable permissions to allow users to access assets across customer organizations under
the same parent organization. Within any single Equinix account or parent organization, there can be
multiple customer organizations. Each organization has a master admin and a set of assets
associated with it. Users with access to assets in one organization can now access assets in another
organization by becoming a shared user. This eliminates the need to have a unique login for each
customer organization within a single parent.
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ENABLING PERMISSIONS ACROSS ORGANIZATIONS

In step 1, I’m going to show you how to share users across two customer organizations within the same
parent organization.
I’m logged into the Equinix Customer Portal as a Master Administrator and here is the User
Management page for users in my home organization, Tyrell Corp. In order to share this user with
another organization, all I have to do is click on Manage Permissions.

Navigate to Share section and select the Organization I wish to share the user with. Click Submit to
save all changes. This user has now been successfully shared with Delos Cooper Org.
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Now, for step 2, I’m logged into the Equinix Customer Portal as master administrator of Delos
Cooper Organization and here is the permissions management page for the shared user, aholmvic.
As master administrator of the Delos Cooper Organization, I can grant the shared user access to
View Ports, as well as Place Connections and Service Orders, on all current and future ports. This
means that this user, by definition, can perform all actions which include create, view, modify and
delete, on all available Equinix Fabric Virtual Resources on these ports.
As we scroll down, we can see that the checkboxes for all Virtual Resources are disabled. This
means that, this shared user will only be able to perform view, modify, create or delete actions
based on the virtual resource permissions set by the master administrator of their home customer
organization, Tyrell Corp.
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Click submit to save all the changes. This shared user has now been granted access to view ports, as
well as place connections and service orders within the Delos Cooper Organization.

That concludes this demo, thanks for watching!
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